
August 15, 2021 – Pastoral Letter 

Dear Saints in Christ Jesus, 

I have asked you this before:  Who was your greatest/most 

talented/most caring/superb/loving teacher?  I had a couple:  Mr. 

Greeley, grade 3, Mr. Thorvald Thompson (my grandfather), Mr. 

Frazier Empe (the master mechanic who I apprenticed under), 

and Dr. David Daniels and Dr. James Brauer (Concordia 

Seminary).  These people were some of the best at what they did 

for a simple reason--they cared and were passionate about God 

calling them to serve in this manner.  All four were different in 

their approaches to education, but all of them deeply cared about 

their students and the trust they were given to form the lives of 

young people in their classes.  They weren't the easiest teachers 

by any stretch of the imagination, but they definitely challenged 

me in my development as a student and as a 

pastor/chaplain/minister.  Who were the teachers you cherished 

the most?  Did you ever think an animal could be a great 

teacher?  How about this: 

   It is written we can all learn a great deal from the least 

expected source:  the great, hairy, muscular Alaskan Bull Moose.  

Oh, not the kind of Mr. Moose some of us grew up with on Captain 

Kangaroo.  Rather, the animal which some might say is as 



ferocious and dangerous as a grizzly bear or polar bear.  Each 

fall, during the breeding season, the male Bull Moose members all 

battle for dominance.  They literally go head-to-head in vicious 

combat butting heads and antlers as they bellow and seek to be 

"King of Alaska".  If you are around during one of these epic 

battles, you can hear their heads butting, antlers being broken, 

and defeat ensured when a moose's antlers--its only weapon--

cannot defend it any longer.  Even their great size and bulk 

cannot make up for the loss of antlers. 

   Generally speaking, the heftiest moose with the largest and 

strongest antlers wins.  The battle is nearly always 

"Predetermined" the summer before the fall mating season.  

During the summer each moose eats nearly round the clock.  The 

one which consumes the best diet for growing antlers and gaining 

weight will be the victor and claim the females in the herd.  

Those who eat inadequately will have weaker antlers and less 

bulk.  The fight itself involves far more brawn than brain, with 

more reliance on bulk than on skill. 

What can we learn from the Bull Moose?  Whether we are 

victorious in our battles in life depends not on our skills or 

brainpower, but on the spiritual strength we all have and are given 

by God's grace.  As He prepares us for our daily battles in life 



through faith, wisdom, trust, and hope all point us to what God 

has in store for all His children.  Dare we not prepare by "dining 

in His strength" alone? 

The Lord is my strength and my shield; 

in him my heart trusts, and I am helped; 

my heart exults, 

and with my song I give thanks to him. (Psalm 28:7) 

Blessings in Christ, 

Pastor Lucero 

     

 


